Jackson Heights, Korea, 28 October 1952
By Lieutenant Colonel (Retired) Baltazar Soto, 15 September 2010

Outpost Tom and Jackson Heights looking from east to west
INTRODUCTION
October 28, 1952 is a day that the soldiers of the 65th Infantry of the time will never forget. On
that unforgettable day, retired Colonel (COL) Gerald Wilcomb calls me to propose a toast to the
65th Infantry Regiment. On some occasions I call him first. The tradition began many years ago
when COL Wilcomb would call retired COL Willis “Bud” Cronkhite and propose a toast to the
Regiment. Wilcomb is convinced that he is living on borrowed time and should never have
survived that day.
Sadly, COL Cronkhite passed away on November 25, 2002. Now COL Wilcomb does me the
great honor of calling to toast the Regiment each year on the anniversary of the battle. He
explained to me that I was selected because of the articles I have written about the 65th Infantry
and the battle of Jackson Heights, telling their story. I believe it is time to tell their story again,
this time with all the facts and evidence I have gathered for about ten years since I began my
research.
In August 2009 the U.S. Army Center of Military History released a history of the 65th Infantry
Regiment in the Korean War. The book is called, “Honor and Fidelity, the 65th Infantry in Korea
1950-1953” by Gilberto Villahermosa. Overall the book is an excellent history of the Regiments
participation in the Korean War. It is the first book to formally document the entire history of
the 65th in the Korean War and finally tells the story of the Army‟s only Regular Army Hispanic
(Puerto Rican) segregated Regiment.
Unfortunately, I disagree with the pages of the book that cover the Battle of Jackson Heights on
28 October 1952. Many of the eyewitnesses have passed away in the last few years, but I still
maintain contact with one of them, COL Wilcomb, who was with the 58th Field Artillery and
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assigned to Fox Company, 65th Infantry as a Forward Observer during the battle. In addition, I
have personally interviewed many of the key veterans and have collected copies of documents,
memoirs, and letters concerning this battle. The history I have uncovered disagrees with the
official history; it comes from the eyewitness veterans themselves. I believe it is my duty to
represent the Veterans most of whom can no longer speak for themselves and contest the new
official history. It appears that the U.S. Army is sticking to the 3rd Division Staff study
conclusion, from 8 November 1952 that the Company Commanders were “confused” about their
mission1. This paper will provide proof that exonerates the officers currently blamed for the
results of that tragic day.
During the night of 27 – 28 October G (George) Company, 2nd Battalion, 65th Infantry Regiment,
under the command of Captain (CPT) George D. Jackson, fought a desperate battle to hang onto
the high ground around Hill 391, an Outpost over 2 kilometers from the main line. G Company
was under attack from at least two Companies and perhaps as much as a Battalion of Communist
Chinese. During the chaotic battle CPT Jackson received orders to withdraw. CPT Jackson led
the remnants of his battered company, which was completely surrounded, in a fighting
withdrawal. They fought their way back to the Main Line of Resistance (MLR) in the dark.
During the heroic battle, the Outpost on Hill 391 was renamed “Jackson Heights” in honor of
Captain George Jackson and his heroic soldiers for their gallant stand holding the heights for
four nights and three days.2
Events of October 28, 1952
At 0100 hours on October 28, 1952, then CPT Willis “Bud” Cronkhite, Company Commander of
F (Fox) Company, 2nd Battalion, 65th Infantry received orders to counter attack and seize
Objective “Able”, Hill 388 of Jackson Heights. He received his orders from Major (MAJ) Harry
M. Elam, 2nd Battalion Operations Officer (S-3) and Executive Officer (XO) to counterattack
(see below quotes). At the same time Able Company, 1st Battalion, 65th Infantry was attached to
the 2nd Battalion for the counter attack.3
Below is sworn testimony and direct quotations from the Court-Martial documents of First
Lieutenant (1LT) Juan E. Guzman. In this testimony MAJ Harry M. Elam is being questioned
by the Prosecution and is providing the answers. This important testimony provides the details
of the attack plan. Please note (Q = Question, A = Answer).
“Q. Major, will you tell the court the terrain features of Jackson Heights. Explain the
differences if any between Jackson Heights and 391?
A. Jackson Heights is a term a name applied to the terrain feature which may be called a
complex. The southern part of which is called Jackson Heights. The southern portion of this
terrain feature is called Jackson Heights.
1
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Q. Is that in the vicinity of hill 391?
A. That is in the vicinity of 391. There are two knobs, one is 391 and 388.
Q. Is it a fact, Major, that sometimes Jackson Heights is referred to as 391 by the men that are
working over there?
A. Yes sir, it is. Prior to the time it was given the name Jackson Heights the outpost was
referred to as 391.
--Q. Were instructions given to Fox and Able Company as to the order of battle or order of the
mission?
A. Instructions, orders, verbal orders, were given to both company commanders. The order was
a five paragraph field sequence in verbal order. It wasn‟t written but I personally issued the
order.
Q. What was the part to be played by each company on 28 October?
A. Fox Company was to lead the attack. The order of the mission was Fox in the lead, Able
following Fox, moving in columns of companies. The line of departure was set as an imaginary
line ahead of or on line with the forward part of hill 270. The time of departure was 0530.
Again repeating, the order of the mission was Fox in the lead with Able following. The axis of
attack was to be generally up the choggie path toward Jackson Heights or hill 391. The hill was
marked in on acetate on the map in green pencil. It was generally from south and north. Fox
Company was assigned the mission of seizing objective Able, which geographically was a
southern slope of Pershing Heights. (NOTE: MAJ Elam misspoke and meant Jackson Heights).
---Q. Isn‟t it a fact that actually there are two numbered hills in that section, one being 388 and one
being 391, and isn‟t it a fact that neither company was to take hill 391 but only that part known
as hill 388 which you refer to as the forward slope?
A. If I may continue the extent of the order. To repeat, Fox Company was ordered to take,
seize, and hold objective Able which was a southern slope of this terrain feature which I referred
to as Jackson Heights. It is that portion of the hill normally occupied by friendly troops. Able
Company, upon seizure of objective Able by Fox was to pass through Fox Company, seize
objective Baker, which was the crest of the hill known as Jackson Heights or 391. In essence
that was the main phase of the field order.
Q. That part of the regimental order was given to both commanders?
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A. Yes sir.”4
--(NOTE: In the below testimony the WIT (witness) is MAJ Elam being questioned by the court
concerning objectives on Jackson Heights:
WIT. There was a general decline in the terrain, going up the terrain, and this came from
Captain Jackson, who had just left, that there was a point that was not quite the crest but in
defilade across the feature itself. That was the objective to which Fox Company was to go, at
which point Able was to go through and go ahead approximately 200 yards and seize the
remainder of the crest.5

A picture of the Jackson Heights ridge complex. This picture was taken from the vicinity of Hill
376 (see contour map below).
4
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The Jackson Heights area on a tactical map provided to me by Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Retired
(RET) George Jackson. Jackson wrote on the map indicating the location of Jackson Heights,
the Chinese lines (in red) and the Allied main line of resistance (MLR) trace.
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Captain Willis “Bud” Cronkhite

CPT Bud Cronkhite was delayed in his attack, since he had to coordinate with the 3rd Recon
Company to take his Companies place on the MLR then assemble his unit for the attack. He
finally crossed the Line of Departure (LD) at 0645 hours, 28 October 19526. Observing the
attack from his Command Post was CPT Cronkhite‟s Battalion Commander, LTC Carlos
Betances-Ramirez, Commander 2nd Battalion. The Regimental Commander, COL Chester B. De
Gavre arrived at the Command Post and also observed the attack. After COL De Gavre became
aware of the operational order issued by 2nd Battalion he changed the attack plan, after the
Companies had already begun the attack. Below are quotes from the Court-Martial of 1LT Juan
E. Guzman. The person providing the answers is MAJ Elam:
“A. The regimental commander, at approximately 0600 that morning or seven o‟clock that
morning, when learning that Able Company had received orders to pass through Fox Company‟s
seizing, occupying, and defending the terrain feature known as Jackson Heights, and then
hearing of Fox Company was to withdraws, the regimental commander, when learning that plan,
he instructed the battalion commander to withdraw Able Company after the attack had succeeded
and leave Fox Company there.
Q. And you say that came down about 0700 hours or 0800 hours in the morning?
A. No, Colonel De Gavre, the regimental commander, was in the battalion CP and was
acquainted with the plan, and subsequently issued those instructions.
Q. That Able Company would be withdrawn?
A. That when the objective was seized, Fox Company would remain to defend it.”
6
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Lieutenant Colonel Carlos Betances-Ramirez
So the original attack plan, issued by the 2nd Battalion, was changed by COL De Gavre the
morning of 28 October 1952. The Regimental Commander stated "It was made clear that
Company “A” was to be under operational control only for the attack and then to revert to
Commanding Officer 1st Battalion…it was again made very clear that since he (LTC Betances)
had lost the hill he would occupy it with his own company (Fox Company) and release Company
“A” as soon as the position was secure…This was about 0530 hours."7
As sometimes happens in combat operations, once the units had moved out for their attacks,
communications broke down between the attacking companies and their higher headquarters.
Communications with Fox Company was reported lost at 0740.8 The Company Commanders
could not be reached immediately to notify them of the changed orders.
CPT Bud Cronkhite personally led his company. He was followed closely by his artillery
forward observer from the 58th Field Artillery, 1LT Gerald Wilcomb. CPT Cronkhite directed
the positioning of his machine guns and sent his weapons platoon to provide fire support from
his right flank. The weapons platoon had managed to borrow a Quad 50 machine gun. The four
50 caliber machine guns, plus his own company machine guns, raked the heights covering the
7
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assault. The Chinese were firing their mortars, machine gun, and throwing sticks of dynamite
down on the attacking Fox Company soldiers. A 57mm recoilless rifle team from Fox Company
was able to score a direct hit on the enemy machine gun, knocking it out.9
Fox Company seized their objective, the first hill of Jackson Heights, Objective Able. The men
deployed into position to defend the objective. Casualties were light. Only one of Cronkhite‟s
Platoon Sergeants was killed and three soldiers were wounded. It was 0955. The Chinese began
to fire mortar, artillery, and 76 mm cannon on the position.
1LT Porterfield led Able Company up the slopes of Jackson Heights at 0845 hours and joined
CPT Cronkhite‟s Fox Company at about 1010 hours.10
The soldiers of the two companies were now on objective Able of Jackson Heights receiving fire
from the enemy. Since Jackson Heights was solid granite rock, the troops had to take cover and
find fighting positions the best they could behind a rock or in a shallow depression. The few
bunkers that had existed before had all been destroyed by the previous night‟s battle. There were
bodies and parts of bodies everywhere from the previous battles for the disputed outpost. 1LT
Wilcomb jumped into a position, which CPT Cronkhite pointed out to him. He remembered
finding a dead Puerto Rican Sergeant. He quickly gave up the position and looked for another.11

1LT John Porterfield
The Chinese had machine guns firing at anyone who exposed themselves over the crest of
Objective Able. Although Objective Baker was only 200 yards away, the avenue of approach
was covered with machine gun fire. There was no concealment anywhere. Since he was unable
to see his objective from the line of departure and not been given the opportunity to interview
CPT Jackson about the terrain, 1LT Porterfield had to figure out how to best continue his attack
9
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across the open terrain based on his leader reconnaissance. At the same time both Able and Fox
Company were being shelled in their positions on objective Able. Porterfield spoke to Cronkhite
and asked if Bud could help him evacuate all his wounded. “Well, if you want to conserve your
own strength, I‟ll have my men take your wounded men back”, Cronkhite said. Since Fox
Company was to return to the MLR anyway, Bud had no problem helping Able Company with
their wounded, since Able Company had to “stay and fight some more” to seize the next
objective. 12
With both Companies at Objective Able there is now a question as to what actually happened
next. The U.S. Army‟s formal position since 1952 and again documented in the 2009 book
“Honor and Fidelity” is that the Company Commanders were confused. In addition the new
book alleges that the Battalion Commander failed to understand and implement the orders
provided by the Regimental Commander, COL De Gavre.13
Below is a quotation from the Court Martial of 1LT Juan Guzman. The questions are being
asked by the prosecution and the answers are being made by then CPT Bud Cronkhite:
“Q. Captain Cronkhite, did you have occasion to observe any of the platoon leaders of Able
Company?
A. I saw several platoon leaders of Able Company.
Q. From your observation of them were they proceeding according to a plan?
A. One was the first platoon leader who came up on the hill whom I later found out was, I
believe White, I did not know his name, brought the leading platoon up on the hill. He stopped
for a brief period at my position. I asked him if he knew that Able Company was to pass through
me and he said he did.
Q. From your observation of this platoon leader, Lieutenant White, was he moving according to
the plan of attack as it had been given to you?
A. Yes, he was, when he left my position he moved up the hill in the direction which would be
proper for him to make a reconnaissance of the objective he was to take.
Q. Did you receive an order from Major Elam, the battalion executive, relative to a change in
plans?
A. No sir, I received one from Colonel Betances.
Q. What time did you receive that change?

12
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A. Approximately noon time.
Q. Did you send word of that or a report of that to Lieutenant Porterfield the company
commander of Able Company?
A. He was sitting within six to ten feet of me at the time of the conversation and due to the fact
that we talked plainly over the telephone he would have understood that there was that change.
--A. The original plan that I received was for my company, Fox Company, to take the first ridge
line on hill 388, and Able Company would pass through me and take the next small terrain
feature; that Able Company would stay and represent the two companies, and Fox Company
withdraw to the MLR. The change was that Able Company was to be withdrawn and Fox
Company would remain on the hill.”14
1LT Porterfield and CPT Cronkhite had now finally received the change in orders directed by
COL De Gavre that morning shortly after the attack had begun. The orders were passed on to
them by LTC Carlos Betances himself, the Battalion Commander, once communications had
been re-established with the Company Commanders. So both Company Commanders now knew
their new orders, however; 1LT Porterfield had still not accomplished his mission of seizing
Objective Baker, the crest of Jackson Heights, Hill 391, just 200 yards away. He could not
withdraw until he had completed his mission, despite being told he would not be staying on
Jackson Heights. There was no confusion among the Commanders.
1LT Wilcomb was in the process of handing over his cigarettes and equipment to the Able
Company Forward Observer, LT Glasgow, when he received the word of the changed orders.
He began to take his equipment back again since now he was staying. “I took back all favorable
thoughts I may have had about the infantry‟s decision making process.”15
“Porterfield called a company officers meeting to figure out what they were going to do next.
Anytime anybody stuck their nose up to indicate that they might be interested in seeing what was
on the other side of the hill they‟d catch a lot of fire; lots of fire. So it was not the kind of
situation where I would like to continue the attack myself. I‟m not sure that anybody could
have.”16 With this statement CPT Cronkhite is referencing looking over hill 388 to hill 391,
Objective Baker.
In the new book, “Honor and Fidelity”, there is a strange statement concerning the battle, “As the
most experienced commander present, Porterfield decided that Company F would hold the
position and Company A would withdraw.”17 The footnote in the book to backup this statement
references the Korean War Memoirs of COL Gerald Wilcomb. I have carefully reviewed COL
14
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Wilcomb‟s memoir. Nowhere in that memoir is there a statement like this. In addition I spoke
to COL Wilcomb about it on 28 October 2009, the 57th Anniversary of the battle, and he
confirmed that he did not make such a statement. How can a 1LT Company Commander order a
CPT Company Commander? What does “experience” have to do with what the situation was?
Both Commanders had already received their orders from MAJ Elam earlier that day. The
Cronkhite tape transcript clearly states that Cronkhite received his changed orders from LTC
Betances. In addition the sworn court-martial testimony makes the same statement, that he
received the changed order from LTC Betances at about noon, which directed that F Company
would have to remain on the position.
Able Company Officers were grouped close together for a company officers meeting. 1LT
Porterfield was in the process of issuing his order. 1LT Wilcomb had collected the gear he had
just given LT Glasgow, since he knew now he would have to remain with F Company, and
walked away from the group of officers to make a communications check with his Battalion on
his radio.

1LT Gerald Wilcomb
There was a loud, ear piercing blast, which pushed Wilcomb down on the radio. When he
regained his senses and turned around to see what had happened he saw that a shell had made a
direct hit on the group of officers he had just been with. They were all dead, 1LT Porterfield, LT
Glasgow, LT White from Able Company and LT Gibbs from Fox. All the Able Company
officers on Jackson Heights were killed.18
18
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An arial picture of the Jackson Heights Hill Complex taken by COL (Ret) Gerald
Wilcomb. The picture is marked by COL Wilcomb. Objectives Able and Baker are
marked. The 4 KIA is where the officers were killed.
1LT Wilcomb began to notice that in small groups or singly, wounded soldiers and soldiers
“helping them” were leaving the position. One of the soldiers offered him the magazine from
his carbine as he left. As Wilcomb looked into the valley he saw soldiers “stung out in the valley
below heading south”. They were headed back to the MLR.19
Private First Class (PFC) Pedro A. Santana was a Medic assigned to Fox Company during the
counter attack of Jackson Heights. He still remembers that morning well, “A rumor was spread.
As soon as Company F re-conquers the hill, there will be another Company taking possession of
it (Company A). In the middle of the battle we began to encounter troops strange to Fox Co. We
19
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thought the early rumor was true. The Chinese we forced to retreat from the hill, and the
confusion took over the members of Co. F. All of us were mixed with Co. A. We did not know
where our officers were. The only thing we were aware of was that LT Gibbs was killed.”20
1LT Juan Guzman, the Executive Officer of Able Company never made it to Jackson Heights.
He had reached the base of the ridge with one of the platoons but before he began the climb he
met the troops of Able Company who were retreating. They informed Guzman that the
Company Commander and all the officers were dead. Guzman then retreated with his remaining
troops to Outpost Tom, Hill 270, close to Jackson Heights. From that point forward 1LT
Guzman took no active part in the battle. He refused orders issued to him by MAJ Elam to
advance to Jackson Heights with his remaining soldiers. For his disobedience of orders to
advance to Jackson Heights, he would be court-martialed.21
CPT Bud Cronkhite and his men continued to endure the unrelenting shelling while staying
behind available cover on Jackson Heights. “Things were a little hectic on top of that hill, and I
could not see much at any one time,” CPT Cronkhite said.22 Bud had lost communications again
with Battalion since his radio was unserviceable and his telephone lines had been cut by the
enemy shelling. At approximately 1700 hours CPT Cronkhite checked the status of his
company. It was then that he became aware that all his Enlisted Men were gone. All that was
left were his Officers. Soon it would be dark. He then gathered together his officers, his Platoon
Leaders, Lieutenants Doan, Barker, Atterbery, and his Forward Observer, 1LT Wilcomb. He
gave them a direct order to withdraw back to the MLR. One of the Lieutenants said, “You don‟t
have to order me to go back to the line. I‟ve been ready to leave this place for hours!” CPT
Cronkhite already realized his predicament and explained that he was ordering them back
because, if there was a court-martial, none of them was abandoning their positions. They were
only following his orders.23
The officers began their withdrawal. It was approximately 1730 hours. They slid down the steep
slope of Jackson Heights to the valley below. There they met a South Korean supply party
loaded down with the supplies they would need to defend the position. CPT Cronkhite ordered
four of them to carry back a stretcher with the body of his severely wounded Lieutenant, LT
Gibbs. The rest of the South Korean‟s he “shooed” away back to the MLR.24
Along the “choggie” path during their retreat back to the MLR, Cronkhite and his officers found
they were being “escorted” by Chinese fire. They had to run, and then dive for cover along the
way to avoid the shells. 1LT Wilcomb was sure a 76mm gun was firing on them. It was a wild
run, then diving for cover, then getting up and running again back to friendly lines. Along the
way nearing Outpost Tom and friendly lines, Wilcomb sprained both his ankles, but he made it
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back despite his injuries.25
Back on the main line COL De Gavre was in the 2nd Battalion Command Post along with LTC
Carlos Betances-Ramirez. When the news arrived that a large group of men had returned to the
MLR, Betances ran forward to see the situation. He talked to the enlisted men, who had
abandoned Jackson Heights and spoke to them in their native Spanish. “I spoke to them about
their duty to their comrades on the hill and that they were deserting, about Puerto Rico, about
everything and finally about the seriousness of this violation that they had committed. If they
returned they would be doing their duty and nothing would happen.”26 Only a hand full gathered
around one of the Sergeants to return. One of the soldiers told Betances, “Colonel, I am ready to
take a chance that they will kill me down here, but up there I have no chance. Up there sooner or
later a mortar will get you.”27
A few days later LTC Betances would write, “The bravest man has his breaking point, and I
think it arrives when he convinces himself that he doesn‟t have a fighting chance. When he is
convinced of this, he is overcome with fear, and this is the worse counselor in a situation like
that. The first man jumps up and those that remain see this as their only chance, and another
jumps up and when you start to notice, all the survivors have returned.”28
After confronting the soldiers who had abandoned Jackson Heights, LTC Betances stated, “So
we had a serious situation. I called the COL at the CP (Command Post). Orders to disarm,
arrest, and take them under guard to the rear of those who refuse to go. That‟s what I did. It was
already starting to get dark when I finished. That‟s when I saw CPT Cronkhite return with three
or four from the hill…we went to the CP. A call to Division and to the COL (De Gavre) and
Cronkhite to Division to possibly explain the debacle”29
CPT Bud Cronkhite was exhausted from lack of sleep and the intense trauma of what he had just
been through that day. Now he was with the Regimental Commander at Division Headquarters.
“I said, „I don‟t understand why you‟re so friendly sir.‟ And he said, „Cronkhite, I can‟t decide
whether to give you a medal or kick you in the ass.‟ But he said, „I think you did everything you
possibly could to make that operation a success, but it was not a success, it was screwed up.‟
…But I did hear them say that the division commander did tell the regimental commander that
he‟d have to relieve somebody they couldn‟t stand for a screw-up like that without somebody
paying for it. Apparently, they picked the battalion commander as the patsy. Later they gave me
the Silver Star.”30
Aftermath of the Failure at Jackson Heights
The 28 October 1952 battle of Jackson Heights reminds me of three phrases I have heard in my
military career:
25
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“Victory has a thousand fathers. Defeat is an orphan.”
"No plan of battle ever survives contact with the enemy."
“There are no bad units, only bad leaders.”
I believe the facts I have documented in this paper speak for themselves. The failure at Jackson
Heights was the result of multiple factors. There was plenty of blame to go around if you want
to know the truth and reality of the situation. We now know there were two objectives on
Jackson Heights, and only one objective was achieved. The official Army history has chosen to
ignore critical sworn court-martial testimony provided shortly after the battle concerning the
orders given and Objectives Able and Baker. As a result of this battle higher ranking officers,
trying to excuse and deny their own responsibility, blamed “confused” Company Commanders.
They documented the official reports to protect themselves and their careers.
There is no doubt of the failure in leadership of 1LT Guzman, who retreated without orders and
disobeyed a direct order to move to Jackson Heights with his men. LTC Betances followed all
the orders he was given and performed his duties as Battalion Commander. Despite that, LTC
Betances was made a scape goat because, “somebody had to pay for the screw-up”. Punishing
the Puerto Rican Lieutenant, 1LT Guzman, was not enough for the Commander and Assistant
Division Commander of the 3rd Infantry Division. They chose to move up the chain of command
to the next Puerto Rican officer, LTC Betances. Obviously COL De Gavre was involved in the
screw-up too, when he changed the order that had already been issued by the 2nd Battalion. COL
De Gavre protected himself by writing an “Appendix C” to the Regimental October Command
Report stating his own perspective of what had happened and blaming confused Company
Commanders and LTC Betances for not following his orders correctly. This was far from an
objective assessment.31
The Company Commanders were doing their best, one gave his life trying to implement their
orders to accomplish the mission with the limited resources at their disposal. Confusion is a
factor in all combat. The late LTC Bill Friedman, former Operations Officer of the 65th Infantry
in 1950, stated it best, “War by its very nature is confusion…the worse kind of confusion”.32
This battle shows that it is relatively easy to issue an order but another thing entirely to execute
the order under fire. There were many reasons for the troops abandoning Jackson Heights.
Jackson Heights was far from our own main lines, over 2,000 meters, and under total observation
by the enemy. The Chinese had effective fire pounding Jackson Heights. The wounded were
ordered evacuated and no doubt some troops took advantage to assist their comrades and save
their own lives at the same time. Despite the chain of commands demand that the position be
seized and held, the necessary resources and support required to hold the outpost were not
provided.
The main factor for the troops abandoning the position was the death of 1LT Porterfield and the
Lieutenants around him. Soldiers being killed in combat can not be prevented no matter how
31
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well attack orders are issued. Unfortunately Lieutenants frequently are killed in combat
personally leading their men and setting the example. The death of so many officers led to many
soldiers abandoning the position. 1LT Guzman, now in command of Able Company refused to
continue with the mission. There was no one in Able Company willing to implement the attack
order to seize the next objective, objective Baker.
In order to avoid any responsibility themselves and blame only Puerto Rican soldiers and officers
the official 3rd Infantry Division Staff Study made racist statements like, “The Division
Commander and Assistant Division Commander during the period feel that the Continental
Officers of the 65th Infantry Regiment are high-type leaders with exceptional records.”33 This
statement clearly shows the bigotry that still existed in the U.S. Army in 1952.
The 3rd Infantry Division Staff Study, “…served as a cover-up of the responsibility of Division
and 65th Regimental commanding officers for the dismal performance of this regiment during
1952. It unloaded that responsibility on others, the fall-guys, the soldiers for their “lack of
discipline and will to fight”, and also on the Puerto Rican officers by claiming “superiority of
Continental officers”.34
According to this Staff Study, Continental Officers of the Regiment were superior to the Puerto
Rican officers, and this statement would explain the behavior of the chain of command in
discriminating against Puerto Ricans. Only Puerto Rican officers and soldiers were punished for
the failure at Jackson Heights.
As a result of the 28 October 1952 battle for Jackson Heights: 1LT Guzman was court-martialed,
1LT Porterfield was posthumously promoted to CPT and awarded the Bronze Star with “V”
device, CPT Cronkhite was awarded the Silver Star, LTC Betances was relieved of command,
MAJ Elam (the officer who had issued the verbal operations order) was made 2nd Battalion
Commander and eventually promoted, and COL De Gavre would continue to command the 65th
Infantry. Twenty nine Puerto Rican enlisted men were court-martialed as a result of the events
of 28 October 1952. 35
Years later LTC George Jackson, the officer the ridge was named after, would write:
“Jackson Heights was a contemptible, worthless piece of ground; ill-formed by nature for allaround defense; to loosely tied to the supporting neighborhood in the hands of Americans, with
both flanks in the air and the rear open to nightly attacks by the Red Chinese…the outpost being
not only completely dominated by “Iron Horse” mountain…in its immediate front and “Camel‟s
Back” Mountain to its right front…but was in fact in the enemy position. In addition, there was
good Chinese observation to the west…The soldiers on Jackson Heights sensed something
wrong when they were subjected to uninterrupted enemy harassing fires all day long and they,
33
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seeing no enemy, could not fire back. They sensed the truth, which came out after the CourtsMartial trails and subsequent defeat of the 3rd Division and the surrender of Jackson Heights to
the Red Chinese … that the place was indefensible, unsupportable by its parent battalion,
unsupportable by the organic weapons of a company, unsupportable by Corps and Division
artillery, logistically unsupportable; no engineer support; no medical support; no signal corps
support; NO support.”36
I believe COL (Ret) Wilcomb, who risked his life that day in the battle, expressed the situation
best, “I don‟t believe anything could have ever made the Jackson Heights defensible that day.
As I look back on it, I‟m afraid I have to sympathize more and more with the troops that went on
down the hill. In their innocence they knew a stupid operation when they saw one. The macho
and career motivation of the guys wearing stars and eagles, maintaining we must retake what we
lose, didn‟t mean squat at the peace talks in Panmunjom.”37
In October 2001, LTC (Ret) Carlos Betances-Ramirez was presented the Bronze Star Medal for
his heroism and service during the Korean War. Betances passed away on 28 October 2001.
On 1 January 2002 the Army Board for Correction of Military Records formally published its
finding, that LTC (Ret) Betances-Ramirez had been treated in an “inequitable” manner. In
addition the board conclusions stated “…it seems clear that a double standard was operative
where the 65th Infantry was concerned. The 3d Infantry Division took pains in its official report
on the episode on Jackson Heights to absolve its “continental” (i.e., “white”) officers of all
responsibility.”38
On 6 December 2002, LTC (Ret) George Jackson was formally presented the Silver Star for his
heroism and leadership during the battle for Jackson Heights, prior to 28 October. After my
research of the battle it became apparent to me why Jackson was not decorated 50 years earlier.
I believe the Regimental Commander would not want to recognize Jackson and G Company for
their heroism, while at the same time court-martialing soldiers from other companies who
refused to fight for the position the next day.
This paper clarifies the actions of 65th Infantry soldiers on 28 October 1952. There is sufficient
official evidence to exonerate the 65th personnel blamed, the Company Commanders Cronkhite
and Porterfield, and the Battalion Commander, LTC Betances. Senior Officers used the excuse
of confusion of 65th Officers and Soldiers to cover their own incompetence, failures in
leadership, refusal to accept responsibility for their command, and prejudice. The actions taken
by senior Continental officers focused all attention to the Puerto Rican 65th personnel, none to
themselves, thus leading to the distortion of the truth and dishonor of the Regiment. All of this
was primarily motivated by careerism, racial prejudice, and discrimination by use of double
standards, where a Puerto Rican was strictly held to the standard, but a Continental was forgiven.
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“Honor and Fidelity” is the Regimental motto of the 65th Infantry Regiment. After 57 years
should we not honor and be faithful to those 65th Infantry Regiment veterans who are still being
blamed for a lost battle and a lost cause? No American Army unit sent to Jackson Heights after
the 65th was able to hold the position. Today Jackson Heights sits deep on the northern edge of
the De-Militarized Zone (DMZ).

LTC (Ret) George D. Jackson with the author during the Silver Star Ceremony held on 6
December 2002. Jackson finally was presented the medal he had earned 50 years earlier on the
terrain feature that still bears his name. George passed away on 6 September 2008.

NOTE: I wish to thank my fellow researchers for their assistance through the years and in
gathering historical materials: Mr. Ernest Acosta, LTC (Ret) Guillermo Rodriguez, Mr. Willis D.
Cronkhite III, Esq., Mr. John Scott Porterfield, Ms. Noemi Figueroa-Soulet, and most recently
COL Luis Roldan who assisted me with proof reading.
The story told in this paper does not represent the official version of the Department of Defense
or the U. S. Army and is solely the opinion of the author. I assume total responsibility for the
contents of the paper and of the history it relates.
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